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2   Animal Life
\ew Zealand was originally \ery poor in native animal
life—the onl\ mammals represented \\ere a dog a rat and
two bats The dog or rather his ancestors probably came
with the Maons in the same manner as the dingo is supposed
to ha\e reached Australia A peculiar distinction m the
fauna \\as the number of flightless or nearly flightless birds
ranging from the great moa now extinct to the kiwi and
including also forms of the parrot and the duck These
natrve types are dying out before the advance of the white
man and the birds and animals introduced by him The
sparrow starling and rabbit to mention only a few are
examples of introduced types that are proving senous pests
More useful and attractive immigrants are the deer now
numerous throughout the Dominion and the trout which are
now thoroughly acclimatized in all streams Anglers find
good sport both in these streams and among the islands off
the coast Fish are abundant everywhere and the intro
duction of the \laskan salmon to the glacial streams of the
south \\est is an interesting experiment that promises to be
successful Seals abound on parts of the coast and whales
ha\e been the basis of an industry for many \ears in
%itarctic \vaterb The revival in \vhalmg which has recently
taken place is due to a change in method whereby a large
mother ship takeb the place of a shore station Control is
almost entirel} m the hands of Scandinavians but in recent
}ears Japanese and German interests ha\e been strongly
represented O>ster beds especially around Stewart Island
supply another important item of production
Since the area under crops m the Dominion is merely two
million acres \vhile the area sown with grass—apart from
the rougher uplands that are natural pastures—amounts to

